
May 8,  2020 
Dear Parents & Guardians, 

I miss all of you, students and parents! I hope that you are all still healthy and safe! 
May is upon us and the weather has begun to change! We have about 2 weeks left of 
school! Remember that the last day of school will be May 22, 2020.  So we have just a little bit 
longer to grow our brains! So don’t give up everyone, we are almost there!! This week we will 
continue to practice math skills that we have covered before but now I am pushing 
everyone to write a multi-paragraph essay and not just a paragraph. Let me know if you 
need any help with the writing. I am enclosing a new writing outline to help with writing the 
essay.   It is a si 

Enclosed is this week's packet, that you can have your child work on Monday through 
Friday.  As usual all these concepts have been taught in class before.  You will find the 
following: 
❖ Materials list 
❖ Check-off sheet 
❖ 4 math worksheets (contact me for answer keys) 
❖ 1 article & quiz (contact me for quiz answer key) 
❖ Writing prompts with directions 
❖ Handout: Stretch a Stoplight Outline 

Remember that the check-off sheet allows your child to have choice in their 
educational time. As long as they complete the check-off sheet they can choose which 
math worksheet, prompts to write about. They should continue to use the writing process to 
guide their writing which means that they will have certain steps to follow. 

Remember, you may send me pictures, through email or upload to our Class Dojo, of 
your child’s completed work. They may also call me to talk to me about their work. If your 
child needs help, please, do not hesitate to contact me. I am available through email, 
phone, text, and Class Dojo. You may contact me Monday - Friday from 8 am to 3 pm.  

Also, this week I asked your child to watch a movie that is a family favorite, several if 
you allow them, and write questions about the movie, so that you all might have a trivia 
night based on the questions they come up with.   I hope you all have fun! Tell your child I 
continue to miss them.  Please, continue to follow all tribal, state, and federal guidelines in 
terms of: washing hands, covering coughs & sneezes, social distancing, not touching your 
face, staying home when sick, stay-a-home orders (if any), wearing masks in public, and 
curfews. This was truly not the ending I had wanted, so I just want to tell you it has been my 
pleasure to have been your child’s teacher this year. I really do miss teaching your child. 
Please do not hesitate to call me for help. I would really like to hear from your child!  
 
Always sending good vibrations, 

Dawn Quamahongnewa 
Ms. Dawn Quamahongnewa M.Ed 
4th grade - UNM Lead Professor 
My FUSD teacher webpage: https://www.fusd1.org/Domain/1675 
Email: dquamahongnewa@fusd1.org 
Phone: (928) 421 - 2352 (Google) 
Available Monday - Friday 8 am - 3 pm 

https://www.fusd1.org/Domain/1675
mailto:dquamahongnewa@fusd1.org


Materials needed: Week of May 11, 2020 

Ms. Quamahongnewa 
My FUSD teacher webpage: https://www.fusd1.org/Domain/1675 

Email: dquamahongnewa@fusd1.org 

● Packet from Ms. Q 

○ Math worksheets: Contact me for answers 

○ Articles to read & quizzes, contact me for answers 

○ Weekly check off sheet 

○ Writing prompts and instructions 

○ Handouts 

■ Stretch a Stoplight Essay Outline 

● Binder or folders to keep papers neat and together  

● Paper (any kind) for example: 

○ Lined paper 

○ scrap/scratch paper 

○ Notebook paper 

○ Sticky notes  for unknown vocabulary 

● Writing and drawing tools, for example: You will need at least 2 colors for the fraction 

worksheet 

○ Pencil 

○ Pen 

○ Colored pencils 

● Access to the internet, IF YOU HAVE THE ABILITY TO ACCESS THE INTERNET. 

○ Not required to complete paper assignments 

○ Only for enrichment for your child to access the following: 

■ Zearn 

■ Prodigy 

■ Raz-Kids 

https://www.fusd1.org/Domain/1675
mailto:dquamahongnewa@fusd1.org


Check-Off Sheet  
Monday: 
❏ Math worksheet Title:

 
❏ Complete worksheet (Contact me for the answers) 

❏ Read  one Article: 1st close read (Use Jottings!  Keep in mind your writing prompt) 
Title: 

 
❏ Writing: Use your jottings to begin the prewriting process. 

Write Prompt Here: 
 

Tuesday: 
❏ Math worksheet Title: 

 
❏ Complete worksheet (Contact me for the answers) 

❏ Read 2nd Article: 1st close read 2nd article.  (Use Jottings!  Keep in mind your writing 
prompt)  

Title: 
 

❏ Complete Comprehension Quiz (Contact me for the answers) 
❏ Writing: Continue writing. Get through the revision process today. 

Title: 
 

Wednesday: 
❏ Math worksheet Title:

 
❏ Complete worksheet (Contact me for the answers) 

❏ Read both Articles: 2nd close read (Add to your Jottings! Pay attention to vocabulary) 
Title: 

 
❏ Complete Quizzes for both articles if you have not finished. (Contact me for 

answers) 
❏ Writing: Try to begin your second rough draft today. 

Title: 
 

Thursday: 
❏ Math worksheet Title: 

 
❏ Complete worksheet (Contact me for the answers) 

❏ Read both Articles: 3rd close read.  Use this reading to find new evidence if you need to. 
Title: 

 
 



❏ Writing: Continue writing. Finish your Final draft today 
Title: 

 
Friday: 
Math: 
❏ TIme yourself for 2 minutes and skip count by _________. How high did you get?_______ 
❏ Challenge the oldest person in your home to do the same and see who gets the highest 

number!  Challenge other family members! 
ELA: 
❏ Watch a movie that both you and your family like to watch.  
❏ After you watch the movie, write questions about the movie and quiz your family using the 

questions that you wrote. You could do this for several movies or TV shows and have a 
family trivia night based on your favorite movies! 

 
Your child will need the following formulae for this week's math: 
 
 

● 1 kilogram = 1, 000g 
● n kilograms x 1,000g = n grams 
●  n grams ➗1,000 = n kilograms 

 
Remember n = any number 

 
 

Ms. Quamahongnewa 
dquamahongnewa@fusd1.org 

Ms. Q’s FUSD webpage: https://www.fusd1.org/Domain/1675 
(928) 421-2352 (Google number) 
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This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

Inventors and Scientists: Eratosthenes

TOP: An undated illustration of scholars at the Library of Alexandria. MIDDLE:A reconstruction of Eratosthenes’s c. 194 BCE map of the
world, from E.H. Bunbury’s 1883 A History of Ancient Geography among the Greeks and Romans from the Earliest Ages till the Fall of the
Roman Empire. BOTTOM: A diagram showing how Eratosthenes measured the Earth. Images: Big History Project

Synopsis: More than 2,000 years ago, Eratosthenes figured out the size of the Earth with great

accuracy. His tools: a stick, the Sun's rays, and simple math.

A Man Of Many Talents

Eratosthenes was born in the Greek colony of Cyrene, now part of Libya. As a young man, he

traveled to Athens to study. He returned to Cyrene and made such a name for himself as a scholar

that the Greek ruler of Egypt brought him to Alexandria to tutor his son. When the chief librarian

of the famous Library of Alexandria died in 236 BCE, Eratosthenes got the job around the age of

40.

Eratosthenes was a man of many talents. He was a librarian, geographer, mathematician,

astronomer, historian, and poet. His friends at the library nicknamed him Pentathlos, or athlete

who competes in five different events. The name seemed to fit a scholar who excelled in many

By Big History Project, adapted by Newsela staff on 06.15.16
Word Count 984
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This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

fields of study. Most of Eratosthenes's writings have been lost, but other scholars reported his wide

range of work.

Studying Earth Means Doing The Math

Eratosthenes may have been the first to use the word geography. Some call him the father of

geography. He invented a system of longitude and latitude and made a map of the known world.

He also designed a system for finding prime numbers — whole numbers that can only be divided

by themselves or by the number 1. This method is still in use today.

Eratosthenes was also the first to calculate the tilt of the Earth's axis, which he figured with

remarkable accuracy; the finding was reported by the writer Ptolemy (85-165 CE).

Eratosthenes also calculated the distance from the

Earth to the Moon and to the Sun, but with less

accuracy. He cataloged 675 stars. He made a calendar

with leap years and laid the foundation of chronology

in the Western world. He organized the dates of

literary and political events from the siege of Troy

(about 1194–1184 BCE) to his own time.

Yet he is best known for his remarkably accurate

calculation of the Earth's circumference. He was able

to do that because he recognized Earth as a sphere.

He then computed the distance by using simple

geometry and trigonometry. Most Greek scholars by

the time of Aristotle (384–322 BCE) agreed that Earth

was a sphere. None, however, knew how big it was.

How did Greek scholars know the Earth was a sphere? They observed that ships disappeared over

the horizon while their masts were still visible. They saw the curved shadow of the Earth on the

Moon during lunar eclipses, when the moon passes directly behind the Earth and into its shadow.

And they noticed the changing positions of the stars in the sky.

Measuring The Earth Oh So Close

Eratosthenes heard about a famous well in the Egyptian city of Syene, which is now known as

Aswan, on the Nile River. At noon one day each year — the summer solstice (between June 20 and

22) — the Sun's rays shone straight down into the well's deep pit. They lit up only the water at the

bottom, not the sides of the well, as on other days. This proved that the Sun was directly overhead.

Back in Alexandria, Eratosthenes erected a pole. On the summer solstice, he observed that it cast a

shadow. This proved that the Sun was not directly overhead there. Instead, it was slightly south.

Eratosthenes knew that the Earth was curved. By also knowing the distance between the two cities,

Eratosthenes could calculate the planet's circumference.

Eratosthenes measured the angle of the Sun's rays off the vertical. He divided the length of the leg

opposite the angle (the length of the shadow) by the leg adjacent to the angle (the height of the

pole). This gave him an angle of about 7.2 degrees. He knew that the Earth was a 360-degree
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circle. He also knew the approximate distance between Alexandria and Syene, so he could set up

this equation:

360 degrees /7.2 degrees = circumference of the

Earth /distance from Alexandria to Syene

Eratosthenes estimated Alexandria was 5,000 "stadia"

away from Syene, equal to about 500 miles (800

kilometers). He could estimate the stadia because

walkers were trained to measure distances by taking

regular strides. So, he used the amount of time it took

walkers to trek between the cities. By solving the

equation, he calculated the Earth's circumference at

250,000 stadia, or 25,000 miles (40,000 kilometers).

His calculations were incredibly close. The Earth's

actual circumference is 24,860 miles (40,008

kilometers).

Yet, errors crept into Eratosthenes's calculations. For

one thing, he was using as his unit of measure the

Greek unit "stadion," or the length of an athletic

stadium. But stadiums were different lengths in Egypt and Greece. We don't know which unit

Eratosthenes used.

If he used the Egyptian measure, he would have been nearly spot on. However, if he used the

Greek one, his calculation would have been off by about 16 percent.

Another Calculation

A century after Eratosthenes, the Greek astronomer Posidonius of Rhodes (c. 135–51 BCE)

calculated the Earth's circumference. Instead of using the Sun, Posidonius used the star Canopus

as a point of reference. When the star is visible at the horizon in Rhodes, it is 7.5 degrees above the

horizon in Alexandria. His first calculations came out almost exactly correct. But then he revised

the distance between Rhodes and Alexandria, which resulted in a calculation of 18,000 miles

(about 29,000 kilometers). His new calculation was about 28 percent smaller than the actual

circumference of 24,860 miles.

Ptolemy reported the calculations of Posidonius, instead of those of Eratosthenes. Christopher

Columbus read Ptolemy's writings. If Ptolemy had used Eratosthenes's larger, more accurate

figure for Earth's circumference, Columbus might never have sailed West.

Eratosthenes lived to be about 82 years old. He starved himself to death because he feared going

blind.
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Quiz

1 Select the paragraph from the section "Studying Earth means doing the math" that suggests that Eratosthenes's work still has
an impact on what we do today.

2 Read the following sentence from the article.

More than 2,000 years ago, Eratosthenes calculated the size of the Earth with great accuracy just
by measuring the Sun's rays.

Which of the following sentences explains how Eratosthenes was able to do this?

(A) Eratosthenes heard about a famous well in the Egyptian city of Syene, which is now known as Aswan,
on the Nile River.

(B) By also knowing the distance between the two cities, Eratosthenes could calculate the planet’s
circumference.

(C) He divided the length of the leg opposite the angle (the length of the shadow) by the leg adjacent to the
angle (the height of the pole).

(D) For one thing, he was using as his unit of measure the Greek unit “stadion,” or the length of an athletic
stadium.

3 Based on the article, which of the following MOST affected modern scholars' understanding of Eratosthenes's calculations?

(A) his study of Aristotle and other Greek scholars

(B) his uncertainty of the distance between Alexandria and Syene

(C) his consideration of the position of the Moon and stars in the season of his calculations

(D) the possibility he used either the Greek or the Egyptian stadion unit of measure

4 What is the MOST likely reason the author included the section "Studying Earth means doing the math"?

(A) to show that Eratosthenes had many scholarly accomplishments

(B) to compare Eratosthenes's work to that of Aristotle

(C) to explain Eratosthenes's calculations were based on prime numbers

(D) to describe the ways scholars used Eratosthenes's calculations
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Inventors and Scientists: Granville T. Woods

Granville T. Woods in 1887. Photo from the public domain.

Synopsis: Granville T. Woods was born in Ohio, in 1856. He was the son of free African-Americans

during a time when many black people were slaves. Woods held various engineering and industrial

jobs before establishing a company to develop electrical devices. He registered nearly 60 patents in

his lifetime, including a telephone transmitter, a trolley wheel that captured electricity from power

lines and the multiplex telegraph (over which he defeated a lawsuit by inventor Thomas Edison).

Woods died in 1910.

Early Life

Granville T. Woods was born in Columbus, Ohio, on April 23, 1856. He received little schooling as

a young man and had a variety of jobs. Some of his work was in a railroad machine shop, in a steel

mill and on railroads. 

From 1876 to 1878, Woods lived in New York City, taking courses in engineering and electricity.

He realized early on these were the key to the future.

By Biography.com Editors and A+E Networks, adapted by Newsela staff on 11.16.17
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Back in Ohio in the summer of 1878, Woods was employed for eight months by a railroad

company. He worked at the pumping stations and the shifting of railroad cars in the city of

Washington Court House, Ohio. He was then employed by another company as an engineer for 13

months.

During this period, Woods began to form ideas for what would later be credited as his most

important invention: the inductor telegraph, which sent messages between trains and train

stations. 

Early Inventing Career

In 1880, Woods moved to Cincinnati, Ohio. There, he eventually set up his own company to

develop, manufacture and sell electrical devices. In 1889, he filed his first patent for an improved

steam boiler furnace. 

A patent is proof that someone invented something, and also stops others from making or selling

an inventor's invention for a certain amount of time. When people invent something they send a

description of what they invented to the government. Then, the government sends them a paper

showing they own the patent.

Woods had other patents that were mainly for electrical devices. This included his second

invention, which was an improved telephone transmitter. 

In 1885, Woods patented a device that was a

combination of a telephone and a telegraph, which he

called "telegraphony." It allowed a telegraph station to

send voice and telegraph messages over a single wire.

Woods later sold the device to Alexander Graham

Bell, the inventor of the telephone. The money from

the sale allowed Woods to devote himself to his own

research. 

One of Woods' most important inventions was the

troller. This was a grooved metal wheel that allowed

street cars, later known as trolleys, to collect electric power from overhead wires.

Induction Telegraph

Woods' most important invention was the multiplex telegraph in 1887. The device allowed people

to communicate by voice over telegraph wires. This helped speed up important communications,

which prevented crucial errors such as train accidents. 

Thomas Edison said that he'd already invented a similar telegraph, and that he deserved the

patent. But, Woods was able to prove that he had invented his telegraph on his own and defeated

Edison's lawsuit that challenged his patent. After, Edison asked Woods if he wanted to work

together, but Woods turned down Edison's offer to make him a partner. Thereafter, Woods was

often known as "Black Edison."

After receiving the patent for the multiplex telegraph, Woods reorganized his Cincinnati company

as the Woods Electric Company. 
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In 1890, he moved his own research operations to New York City. Woods was joined there by a

brother, Lyates Woods, who also had several inventions of his own.

Woods' next most important invention was the power

pick-up device in 1901. This was an improvement to

the "third rail" system still used by many electric-

powered train systems, where a third rail next to the

tracks carries the electricity that powers the train.

From 1902 to 1905, he received patents for an

improved air-brake system for trains.

Death And Legacy

Woods died on January 30, 1910, in New York City. He had invented 15 appliances for electric

railways and received nearly 60 patents. Many of his patents were assigned to the major

manufacturers of electrical equipment that are a part of daily life today.
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Quiz

1 Which section of the article highlights the idea that Woods taught himself about electricity and engineering?

(A) "Early Life"

(B) "Early Inventing Career"

(C) "Induction Telegraph"

(D) "Death And Legacy"

2 The paragraph below from the section "Early Inventing Career" helps to prove the claim that Woods was interested in
transportation.

One of Woods' most important inventions was the troller. This was a grooved metal wheel that
allowed street cars, later known as trolleys, to collect electric power from overhead wires.

Which paragraph from the section "Induction Telegraph" provides the BEST evidence to further support the claim?

3 This article is organized using chronological order.

Why do you think the author organized the information this way?

(A) to highlight the relationship Woods had with other inventors

(B) to present the events of Woods' life clearly

(C) to give historical background on the time period in which Woods lived

(D) to describe the events that led to Woods' fame as an inventor

4 This article is organized using chronological order.

How would the article be different if it were organized using a problem and solution structure?

(A) The article would explain why Woods sold his idea to Bell and what he did with the money he said was
for research.

(B) The article would explain how Woods came up with the idea for the telegraphony.

(C) The article would provide information about how Woods proved that he invented his induction telegraph.

(D) The article would focus on the why Woods did not have much education, and then it would explain what
he did about it.



Writing: 

● Choose 1 prompt for your essay this week (fill in your check-off sheet) 

○ You only have to choose one prompt this week because you are writing an 

essay. 

○ Use the Writing Process to complete your writing. 

○ Use this week’s readings to help you write your essay. 

See Handouts: 

Writing Process 

Editing Marks 

Stoplight Essay Outline  

Jottings 

Transitions sheet 

Prompts: 
❏ Think of an invention that you would like to get a patent for. Why would you 

make that invention? Describe what the invention does and how you would 

make it, you should include a drawing that is labeled. There is an example of a 

drawing in the article.  Remember what the criteria is for getting a patent, it’s 

in the article too! 

❏ Think of an invention that you could make better. How would you make it 

better? Why does it need to be improved? Describe what you would do to 

make the invention better.  You should include a drawing that is labeled. There 

is an example of a drawing in the article.  Remember what the criteria is for 

getting a patent, it’s in the article too! 

❏What is an invention that you use today, in your life, that you would not want 

to live without? Why would you not want to live without it? What would your 

life be like without that particular invention? Do  you think that it could be 

improved? If so, how could it be better? 

 

Sentence Frames: 

The invention I would create is ___________, it does________. 

I would invent this because ______________________. 

An invention I would improve is __________, because _________. 

The invention needs to be improved because __________. 

The invention I could not live without is _________, because ______. 

Life without this invention would be different because _________. 



1-10 95 90 85 80 75 70 65 60 55 50
11-20 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0

1) nine thousand, five hundred ninety-four

2) nine thousand, six hundred ninety-four

3) six thousand, four hundred eighteen

4) nine thousand, two hundred ten

5) one thousand, one hundred ninety-eight

6) four thousand, two hundred thirty-nine

7) four thousand, one hundred sixty-six

8) twenty-nine thousand twenty-three

9) ninety-five thousand, two hundred eight

10) twenty-nine thousand, one hundred forty-nine

11) twenty-one thousand, seven hundred ninety-one

12) seventy-three thousand, three hundred fifty-three

13) ninety-five thousand, two hundred eighty-five

14) forty-three thousand, one hundred fifty-seven

15) nine hundred seventeen thousand, four hundred eleven

16) nine hundred eighty-five thousand, two hundred twenty-four

17) seven hundred sixty-nine thousand forty

18) two hundred fifty-three thousand, four hundred seventy-nine

19) two hundred thirty-seven thousand twenty-seven

20) two hundred twenty-nine thousand, six hundred ninety-three

1. 9,594

2. 9,694

3. 6,418

4. 9,210

5. 1,198

6. 4,239

7. 4,166

8. 29,023

9. 95,208

10. 29,149

11. 21,791

12. 73,353

13. 95,285

14. 43,157

15. 917,411

16. 985,224

17. 769,040

18. 253,479

19. 237,027

20. 229,693

     

Write the number.

Writing Numbers through 1 Million

Math www.CommonCoreSheets.com

Name:

Answers

1



1-10 92 83 75 67 58 50 42 33 25 17
11-12 8 0

     

1)
3 

3⁄5 + 3 
3⁄5 =

2)
2 

2⁄6 + 2 
4⁄6 =

3)
2 

2⁄5 + 1 
4⁄5 =

4)
2 

3⁄5 + 1 
3⁄5 =

5)
1 

7⁄10 + 1 
4⁄10 =

6)
2 

1⁄4 + 2 
3⁄4 =

7)
3 

2⁄5 + 3 
1⁄5 =

8)
1 

1⁄4 + 1 
3⁄4 =

9)
3 

8⁄10 + 3 
9⁄10 =

10)
3 

1⁄8 + 1 
1⁄8 =

11)
3 

1⁄6 + 1 
1⁄6 =

12)
2 

4⁄12 + 2 
3⁄12 =

1 
3⁄5 + 2 

4⁄5 = ?

To solve a fraction addition problem one strategy
is to shade in the whole amounts first (1 & 2).

Next fill in the fraction amounts ( 
3⁄5 & 

4⁄5 ).

When all of the pieces are filled in we can see

that 1
3⁄5 + 2

4⁄5 = 4 
2⁄5

1. 7 1⁄5

2. 5

3. 4 1⁄5

4. 4 1⁄5

5. 3 1⁄10

6. 5

7. 6 3⁄5

8. 3

9. 7 7⁄10

10. 4 2⁄8

11. 4 2⁄6

12. 4 7⁄12

     

Use the visual model to solve each problem.

Adding Mixed Fractions (visual)

Math www.CommonCoreSheets.com

Name:

Answers

1



1-10 95 90 85 80 75 70 65 60 55 50
11-20 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0

Kilograms (kg) Grams (g)

1 1,000

1) 2 2,000

2) 3 3,000

3) 4 4,000

4) 5 5,000

5) 6 6,000

6) 7 7,000

7) 8 8,000

8) 9 9,000

9) 10 10,000

10) 11 11,000

11) If an object weighed 5 kilograms, how many grams would it weigh?

12) If an object weighed 9,000 grams, how many kilograms would it weigh?

13) If an object weighed 10,000 grams, how many kilograms would it weigh?

14) If an object weighed 7,000 grams, how many kilograms would it weigh?

15) If an object weighed 6,000 grams, how many kilograms would it weigh?

16) If an object weighed 4,000 grams, how many kilograms would it weigh?

17) If an object weighed 11 kilograms, how many grams would it weigh?

18) If an object weighed 2,000 grams, how many kilograms would it weigh?

19) If an object weighed 3 kilograms, how many grams would it weigh?

20) If an object weighed 8 kilograms, how many grams would it weigh?

1. 2,000

2. 3,000

3. 4,000

4. 5,000

5. 6,000

6. 7,000

7. 8,000

8. 9,000

9. 10,000

10. 11,000

11. 5,000

12. 9

13. 10

14. 7

15. 6

16. 4

17. 11,000

18. 2

19. 3,000

20. 8,000

     

Fill in the chart and then answer the questions.

Completing Weight Chart (Metric)

Math www.CommonCoreSheets.com

Name:

Answers

1



1-10 95 90 85 80 75 70 65 60 55 50
11-20 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0

1) Round 251 to the nearest ten.

2) Round 6,310 to the nearest ten.

3) Round 102 to the nearest hundred.

4) Round 9,744 to the nearest thousand.

5) Round 54,301 to the nearest ten thousand.

6) Round 5,379 to the nearest hundred.

7) Round 347 to the nearest hundred.

8) Round 424,116 to the nearest ten thousand.

9) Round 8,378 to the nearest hundred.

10) Round 448 to the nearest hundred.

11) Round 352,507 to the nearest thousand.

12) Round 860,817 to the nearest ten thousand.

13) Round 341,363 to the nearest hundred.

14) Round 57,194 to the nearest thousand.

15) Round 35,254 to the nearest ten.

16) Round 854,083 to the nearest hundred thousand.

17) Round 69,812 to the nearest ten thousand.

18) Round 854 to the nearest ten.

19) Round 1,096 to the nearest ten.

20) Round 32,290 to the nearest ten.

1. 250

2. 6,310

3. 100

4. 10,000

5. 50,000

6. 5,400

7. 300

8. 420,000

9. 8,400

10. 400

11. 353,000

12. 860,000

13. 341,400

14. 57,000

15. 35,250

16. 900,000

17. 70,000

18. 850

19. 1,100

20. 32,290

     

Round each number to the place value specified.

Rounding Within 1 Million

Math www.CommonCoreSheets.com
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Answers

2


